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A couple of 356’s sharing the tarmac at the Estrella War Birds Museum in Paso Robles during this year’s North meets South.
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President’s Message
By Barney Speckman

In 2016 we want you to have many opportunities to get your cars out and
get together to share the experience of driving our 356 cars on the beautiful back roads of California. In this issue of our Newsletter we review a few
of the recently completed activities and a few planned activities and again
seek your help to add even more.

event for air-cooled VW and Porsche owners to show their cars, swap
stories and pick up those missing special parts. See 356CAR.org for additional details on the calendar page.

Additional Events

That is how I would have told fellow travelers during my recent two weeks
in Italy about the North meets South event this spring – it went splendidly.
Our premier event of the year - the North meets South get together in
San Luis Obispo was a huge success. The NMS was hosted by our club
(356CAR) under the outstanding leadership of Joy and Lou Fifer and held
on April 14-17. Thanks to Joy and Lou and their entire team for putting on
a truly memorable event. See the in depth articles on NMS elsewhere in
this issue.

Rich Peters and Ron Delmendo are planning additional events for 2016 as
you read this newsletter and they are open to both new ideas as well as
members who would like to take the lead in organizing any events. Please
contact Rich or Ron with your ideas using the contact information listed in
the front of the Newsletter. Remember to regularly check the newsletter’s
“Schedule of Events” and the 356CAR.org “Calendar” for dates and details
of upcoming events. While we do periodically send out email announcements and reminders of major events, and word of mouth works for some,
there’s a lot going on this year and we would hate to have anyone miss out
on any activity.

Fall Festival in Yosemite

Featured Articles

Il Nord Incontra il Sud 2016 E’ Andato Splendidamente

The Southern California 356Club is planning a Fall Festival get together
for Sep 29th – Oct 2nd to be held in Yosemite and promises to be a great
event at a beautiful location – a similar event was held in the past and was
hugely successful. Registration is open - check out the details on the 356
CAR website

Featured in this issue are articles on the NMS 2016 Concours, the “Drive
Back in TIme” Fashions of the event, and the two outstanding tours organized for the event. We also have another excellent Technical Article from
Kit Sodergen on “Jiggly Gas Gauges”.

356CAR Membership Recognition Program

Mount Hamilton Tour

The 356CAR Membership Recognition Program for 2016 which recognizes outstanding contribution by club members is underway. Nominations
for one of the three possible awards, to be sent to me by email, are due
by October 31, 2016. See the 356CAR website for a complete description of the program and the three types of awards that are included in the
program.

On June 4, about twenty Bay Area 356CARs gathered for a beautiful drive
through the hills of South San Jose and then up to Mt. Hamilton. The
tour arranged by Rich Peters was led by John Bertolotti. Those who took
advantage of the tour were treated to some beautiful roads and wonderful
weather. The tour started after breakfast at Mimi’s.

The VW - Porsche Treffen

Badges & Window Stickers

On August 7, this annual event will once again be held at Dave Brubeck
Park, Concord. 8AM-2:30PM and promises to be a great fun but low-key

356CAR name badges and grille badges can be ordered directly from
356CAR Membership Chair Phil Rowe. And contact Michael Hodos for
a free 356CAR window stickers available to members in good standing,
while supplies last.

356CAR Logo Apparel

Lastly, let’s always remember to be very careful out there!

Fred Huberty

Barney

356CAR has set up an account with L.L. Bean
Direct to Business so that members can purchase
a wide variety of clothing items customized with
our 356CAR logo embroidered on it. The selection
of clothing can be found in the L.L. Bean Direct to
Business online catalog that is very similar to the
main L.L. Bean catalog. Once an item is selected
you can work with the sales representative to
choose the logo in colors you prefer to create a
suitable contrast with the item you have chosen.
While your total cost is dependent on the cost of
the clothing item plus the cost of the embroidery, the club has already
paid the initial embroidery set up.

facebook.com/356car
(you can browse our Facebook page without being a member- check it out!)

Are you getting your 356CAR emails?

To order apparel items first visit the L.L. Bean Direct to Business website
at www.LLBeanBusiness.com and select from the online catalog. Then
call their account representative at 800.554.4071 and tell her you want
to buy an item under the “356 CAR CALIFORNIA ALTA REGION” (Customer
No. 7309979974/Design No. 94497). To pay for the item, you will need
to provide a credit or debit card and a shipping address.
By the way, orders of 6 or more of the same item in the same color
reduce the embroidery cost from $12 per item to $5.50 per item. So it
pays to get together with a group of friends who wish to order the same
items (e.g. hats or jackets of the same color.)

356CAR relies on Constant Contact email
and event services to keep you up to date
on events. These flyers supplement information in the newslettter. If we don’t have your
email address you will miss out! Update your
contact information at 356CAR.org website
member’s page:
www.356car.org/member.html
(All information remains private)
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Schedule of Events For 2016

18

* Mecum Muscle Cars & More
Hyatt Regency Resort 1 Old Golf Course Road
* Bonhams Quail Lodge Auction
10:00 am to 5:00 pm. Quail Lodge & Golf Club
* Rick Cole Auctions
10:00 am to 10:00 pm. Monterey Marriott
* Automotive Film and Arts Festival
4:00 pm to 11:00 pm. Golden State Theatre, Monterey
* Third Annual “AIM for the Cures” Dinner
5:00 pm to 10:00 pm. Portola Road and Stevenson
Drive, Pebble Beach

19

* Exotics on Cannery Row
4:00 apm to 8:00 pm. Cannery Row Monterey
* Russo and Steele’s Sports & Muscle Auction
5:00 pm to 10:00 pm. Downtown Monterey
* RM Auction
Portola Hotel & Spa and Monterey Conference Center
* Mecum Muscle Cars & More
Hyatt Regency Resort 1 Old Golf Course Road
* Legends of the Autobahn
7:00 am to 3:00 pm. Nicklaus Club Pasadena Dr.
Monterey
* The Quail, A Motorsports Gathering
10:00 am - 4:00 pm. Quail Lodge & Golf Club, Carmel
Valley,
* Pacific Grove Concours Auto Rally
Afternoon and early evening, Lighthouse and Forest
Ave., Pacific Grove
* Rolex Monterey Motorsports Reunion
Featured marque is BMW. Laguna Seca Raceway
* Bonhams Quail Lodge Auction
Automobilia @ 9:30 am, Automobiles @ 11:00 am
Quail Lodge & Golf Club, Carmel Valley,
* Rick Cole Auctions
10:00 am to 10:00 pm. Monterey Marriott
* PCA Werks Reunion
7:00 am to 4:00 pm Rancho Canada Golf Club
4860 Carmel Valley Road Carmel. Free to spectors
* Automotive Film and Arts Festival
4:00 pm to 11:00 pm. Golden State Theatre, Monterey

20

* Concorso Italiano
9:00 am to 5:00 pm. Black Horse Golf Course, Seaside
* Concours d’LeMons Monterey
8:00am to 1:30pm. Laguna Grande Park, Seaside
* Gooding & Company Auction
Pebble Beach
* The Barnyard Ferrari Event
4:00 pm to 7:00 pm. Barnyard Shopping Village,
Carmel, CA
* Russo and Steele’s Sports & Muscle Auction
5:00 pm Downtown Monterey
* RM Auction
Portola Hotel & Spa and Monterey Conference Center
* Mecum Muscle Cars & More
Hyatt Regency Resort 1 Old Golf Course Road
* Rolex Monterey Motorsports Reunion
Laguna Seca Raceway
* Rick Cole Auctions
10:00 am to 10:00 pm. Monterey Marriott, Monterey
* Automotive Film and Arts Festival
4:00 pm to 11:00 pm. Golden State Theatre, Monterey

21

* Rolex Monterey Motorsports Reunion
Laguna Seca Raceway
* Gooding & Company Auction
Pebble Beach
* Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance
* Rick Cole Auctions
10:00 am to 10:00 pm. Monterey Marriott, Monterey

continued

Event dates and locations are subject to change.
Always check www.356car.org for the most
up-to-date event information.

August 7

August 15-21
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The VW Porsche Treffen
Dave Brubeck Park, Concord. 8AM - 2:30PM. $10 per
car; bring a picnic or buy the food there, coffee and
doughnuts in the morning. A great low-key event for Air
Cooled VWs and Porsches. Come hang out, share your
car and enjoy a great group.
Monterey Auto Week
Monterey and Carmel. Edited listing of events courtesy
of www.montereycarweek.com Check their website
for additional details and links to event web pages.

* Automobilia Monterey
10:00 am to 6:00 pm
The Embassy Suites - 1441 Canyon Del Rey
* Concours on the Avenue
7:00 am to 5:00 pm. Ocean Avenue, Carmel
* Monterey Car Week Kick-Off
3:00 pm to 7:00 pm. Alvarado Street, Downtown
Monterey
* Classic Motorsports Magazine Monterey Kick
Off and Cruise-In
4:00 pm to 8:00 pm
Folktale Winery, 8940 Carmel Valley Road, Carmel
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* Automobilia Monterey
10:00 am to 6:00 pm
The Embassy Suites - 1441 Canyon Del Rey
* Gordon McCall’s Motorworks Revival 2016
5:00 pm to 10:00 pm, Monterey Jet Center
* The Little Car Show
12:00 noon to 5:00 pm
Lighthouse Avenue in downtown Pacific Grove between
Fountain and 16th Street.
* Carmel Mission Classic
10:00 am to 4:00 pm
Carmel Mission Basilica 3080 Rio Road, Carmel
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* Russo and Steele’s Sports & Muscle Auction
5:00 pm to 10:00 pm. Downtown Monterey
* Pebble Beach Tour d’Elegance
7:00 am - 8:00 am, Cars assemble at Collins Field, PB
8:30 am - Tour departs
Noon to 2:00 pm - Cars are displayed on Ocean Avenue
2:00 pm to 2:30 pm - Tour returns to Pebble Beach
* RM Auction
Portola Hotel & Spa and Monterey Conference Center
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Sept 29 - Oct 2 Yosemite Fall Festival, hosted by 356 Club of
Southern California
Yosemite, 356s, Fall... pretty much self-explanatory.
The 356CLUB is going back to one of our favorite locations to exercise our cars in the mountain air.
The Headquarters Hotel will be the Tenaya Lodge, 1122
Highway 41, Fish Camp, CA, 93623. The room reservation phone is 877-635-5807. Mention the 356 Group
Rate Code - 3124PU for a room rate of $229 per night.
Registrant Fee $60; Co-Registrants are $50. Event
registration is now open- visit 356car.org calendar page
for additional information and registration.
Tentative Schedule
Thursday
4:00 - 7:00 pm - Registration
5:00 - 7:00 pm - Welcome reception
Friday
10:00 am - 4:00 pm - Driving tours
4:00 - 5:30 pm - Registration
5:00 - 7:00 pm - Reception
Dinner on your own
Saturday
8:00 am - Car Show placement
12:00 - 1:30 pm - Lunch buffet on the lawn
6:00 - 7:00 pm - Happy hour reception
7:00 - 9:30 pm - Awards banquet
Sunday
7:00 am - Swap meet - hotel parking lot
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North meets South
Concours
Award Winners By Class
1st In Class

Award Winner(s)

Pre-A

Randy Maskell #2

A Closed

Michael Benson #73

A Open

Fred Huberty #40

B Closed

Lou Fifer #4

Michael Gabbard #24 / Judy Hanna #91

B Open

Jack McCullough #16

Julie Kerlin #122

C Closed

Car # 137

Greg Taylor #88 / Gary Thies #85 / Kirby Hollis #7

Daniel Macdonald #31 / David Aliotti #109

C Open

Bob Cannon #66

Kent Neumann #76 / Michael Benson #73

“Outlaw”

Bill Tull #108

Tod Detro #123

Roadster / Convertible D

Brad Barrett #55

Special Interest

Neil Macswain #86

Speedster

Dana McDaniel #47

Pat Collins #80 / Rich Peters #162 / Jerry Cvitanich #37

Unrestored

Kent Anderson #63

Merry Geil #49

BEST OF SHOW

Michael Benson #73

Over 132 cars were entered in the Concours at this year’s North South; congratulations
to all the winners and participants! A great time was had by all..
See the whole show on YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qmgkr4g-XjY

One of our many “visitors”
to the Concours this year
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The many colors of “C Closed”

A Bali Blue CAB collecting votes

A beautiful Karmann Notchback on display

Maybe we should start a new Concours class??

Mike Benson’s beautiful orange A Coupejudged “BEST OF SHOW”

Photos by John Hearn, Bob Cannon
and other 356CAR contributors
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The Fashions of

North meets South

By Elaine Cannon

W

hen Joy Fifer, the co-chair of this year’s North Meets South,
suggested that the participants wear something to the Awards
Banquet that represented the production year of their 356,
ideas started percolating. Some people (Lou Fifer for one) were able to
go to their closet and find that perfect outfit from high school while others
made the trek to vintage stores and online shops. The result was so much
fun.
For some folks the year of their car meant bringing out the poodle skirts,
saddle shoes, scarves at the neck and cat-eye glasses like Kathy Sansone
who paired with Tom Sansone in his letterman jacket and saddle shoes.
Wendy and Mark Hoag looked like high school sweethearts in her poodle
skirt and his matching letterman jacket. Wendy’s skirt had a picture of
their 356 and the road to SLO instead of the poodle on it.
There were the “good-girls” in their cotton dresses and pearls alongside
their “bad-boy” boyfriends in leather jackets and rolled up jeans. Mary
Hayes channeled the Mad Men years in a fitted dress with a flared skirt,
black gloves and a cigarette. Bryan Hayes was spiffy in his fedora, white
shirt and skinny tie.
Ayleen O’Connell with her surfer dude- AKA Jim Hardie
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Ayleen O’Connell was a temptress
in red and black polka dot dress
and red pillbox hat. I’m not sure
where she picked up her surfer
boy companion, Jim Hardie, but
he was a cool laid-back guy in
his mismatched shorts, shirt and
blond-hair visor.
Then there was the Porsche crest
bowling shirt brigade from LA.
Larry Markham accessorized his
with a skinny tie and an oil filter
drink mug.
Joyce Karver represented the Jackie Kennedy era in a black and white
sheath. And Merry Geil looked
elegant in a red knit two-piece with
a rhinestone pin.
The mid-60’s hippie crowd was well
represented too. Kathy Murray’s
hair was in a perfect flip. Joy
Fifer gave homage to Cher with
rhinestone-embellished jeans and
a fur vest. Bob Cannon wore a
madras shirt and his high school
graduation photo lanyard. And
one can’t forget Bruce Ungari who
brought the Blues Brother look with
red sneakers.
But no matter what you wore, the
night belonged to the 356CAR
band, The Speedsters. They got
us on our feet dancing and singing
along to their dulcet tones from the
50’s and 60’s. Everyone danced,
jitter bugged, and twisted the night
away as we all laughed and had a
great time!
See us on YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=px8W7YvQtqU
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North meets South Driving Tours
By Lou Fifer

T

his year’s 356CAR North meets South 2016 offered two driving tours with sights
and fun driving in the local San Luis Obispo area, ably lead by Bruce Ungari and
Tim Derich.

Piedras Blancas Lighthouse - The first to shove off, and the longest, was lead by
Bruce Ungari in his dusty blue ‘56 Sunroof Outlaw Coupe North up the coast ~40
miles on Highway 1 from SLO to the Piedras Blancas (White Rocks in the local lingo)
Lighthouse. The driving instructions were quite clear “... go with the blue on your left,
and return with the blue on your right ... you can’t miss it ...” While driving along a final
hillock was crested on a beautiful day and one could quickly see the white encrusted
rocks and appreciate the flocking work of the resident avian population - thus I’m guana
tell ya one possible derivation of the Lighthouse’s name. This was a very special driving
tour limited to two groups of fifteen due to the complexities of the guided tours offered
by the lighthouse staff and docents, the age of the buildings, and the safety of all attending - but by all accounts the drive and the resulting tours of the facility were all well
worth the time, effort, and limitations. Knowing Bruce the drive was as spirited as was
the day crisp (cold in an open 356) with the scenery pristine and beautiful.
The lighthouse’s Fresnel lens was first lit on February 15, 1875 at the 100’ top but
earthquakes over the next ~75 years combined with prudence reduced the final structure to 70’ with the removal of the top three floors and removal of the Fresnel Lens to a
nearby museum with the addition of aural and auto-light warnings to mariners. A Google
search shows pictures of the older and much grander lighthouse and today’s clipped
golf tee structure left remaining. In the ~100 years since the earthquakes initiated the
restructuring, modernization has removed the lighthouse’s aural and light warnings, and
reassignments of all station personnel. In 2001 the property and maintenance were
transferred to a partnership of the Bureau of Land Management and a non-profit Piedras
Blancas Light Station Association with leave granted to U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for
biological research. The BLM / PBLSA cooperate to preserve the facilities, research its
history, and offer tours,
like this year’s NmS
2016 group.
Nearby at a special
beach is the fabulously
interesting Piedras
Blancas Elephant Seal
Rookery, which is best
viewed from a safe
distance and wisely to
windward of the bellowing behemoths with
prodigious probosi.
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Photos by John Hearn and Lou Fifer

Estrella Warbird and Auto Museum - The second and much shorter
tour was lead by Tim Derich North on Highway 101 to Paso Robles, then
East on Highway 46 to North to Dry Creek Road where the museum is colocated on the Paso Robles Airport. The midday tour was as well attended
as the full day tour up the Coast yet warmer as we proceeded away from
the Ocean. The museum boasts both a fabulous array of WWII - VN Present day era military aircraft outside (very similar to though a larger
collection than the California Aero Museum located on McClellan Park in
Sacramento), but even better are the very extensive exhibits of military
uniforms, arms, vehicles, books, videos, history placards ... etc., amplified
by volunteer and very experienced docents inside the various museum
buildings. And for the auto-philes the cherry on the cake was the eclectic
and extensive collection of cars, motorcycles, boats, period accessories,
clothing, books ... etc. of many types, all enhanced by eager docents with
many stories to tell and amaze the listener. The auto museum is very similar to the California Auto Museum in Sacramento in the breadth of types
and the outstanding quality of exhibits. Interestingly the gift store not only
sold souvenir items but also had quite a rack of excess reference books
for sale “by Donation” from the Estrella Warbird Museum Library.

Beda’s Biergarten made a great starting place after a great lunch

As we zoomed back for the Tech Sessions, many thought that we could
have spent much longer looking and learning about the many different
pieces and points of interest.
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356 Head Light Alignment
By Lou Fifer

Alignment is done using the low beams, one light at a time, with
the other light covered.
1. Position the car perpendicular to a vertical wall with a level surface leading up to it. (You may tape an alignment chart to the wall, but a #2 pencil
and gum eraser plus the blank back wall of the High School Gym or any
smooth sided building will suffice.)
2. Fill the tires to the correct pressures, with driver in the car and a full
fuel tank, or without driver and an empty tank. (Think about this step and
realize that you will need a buddy.)
3. Layout a tape measure perpendicular to and run out to something
greater than 20’ from the base of the wall. Drive the car to within 20’ of
the wall, turn it off, and then push the car forward until the headlights are
at 16’ 4 3/4” from the wall. This latter step will allow the suspension to
settle into its normal driving attitude. (Check the distance of each head
light to make sure your are perpendicular to the wall. Realign the car as
necessary.)

horizontal (b.) crosses pencil another cross 2” directly below the
intersection of each a. & b.
5. Use the horizontal adjustment screw to align the center of each
headlight low beam onto the lower cross then use the vertical adjustment
screw to bring the beam center into vertical alignment with the cross.
Repeat for the other low beam headlight.
Note:
With asymmetric head lamps use the apex of the obtuse angle
formed between the horizontal beam top and the upward ascending
right part. Align the notch / knee, not the beam centers, with the
cross marks.
After completing the up-down adjustments on both sides doublecheck that the left-right settings are correct.
6. Try your headlight high beams to note that both flash slightly up from
the low beam crosses.
7. Erase your marks from the wall and collect your tape measure before
you leave.

4. Mark the following reference points on the target wall, for each head
light:
a. mark vertically the mid point of each headlight
b. measure and mark horizontally the center of each headlight center
above the level surface (They should shine at the same height above
the level surface. If they are not at the same height find another
“level” spot approaching the perpendicular wall.) Note: a. & b. should
intersect as a cross in the center of each head light low beam
c. at 2” below the intersection of each head light’s vertical (a.) and

Need more garage space?
See Leigh Rutledge and Bill Hambrick
for Sacramento’s finest homes....

356 owners who know the
needs of car enthusiasts!

916-612-6911
leigh@leighrutledge.com

916-600-6528
bill@billhambrick.com

DUNNIGA
N
Realtors
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“Jiggly Gas Gauges”
By Kit Sodergren

A

s you probably know the gas gauge in your 356 relies on a float
in the gas tank to measure the fuel level. The float sends an
electrical signal based on its position to the combination instrument, enabling the driver to monitor fuel level. As the fuel level in the tank
drops, it leaves room for the fuel to slosh around. This causes the float,
and the needle of the gas gauge, to move erratically.
The VW beetles of this era also used a float to measure fuel level, but
those cars used a simpler mechanical system. The float was connected
directly to the gauge with a cable. Less sophisticated and less sensitive,
perhaps, but the mechanical system did have one advantage: The friction
of the cable prevented the needle in the gauge from jiggling around when
the tank got below half full.

capacitor momentarily stores the electrical energy signals it prevents the
gauge from rapidly moving down. Similarly when the float pops up and
signals the gauge to swing to the “full” direction the capacitor again stores
the energy. Thus the capacitor acts in a dampening manner in both directions to slow the “jiggly gas gauge” by giving up the previous electrical
signal it just stored while receiving the next and therefore keeping the
gauge from moving up and down rapidly. Because the capacitor can only
hold a charge for a few seconds, the oscillations are dampened without
affecting the overall accuracy of the gas gauge.
There are several ways to add the smoothing of a capacitor to your car’s
fuel gauge. The simplest is to buy one from Al Zim for about $20. He
calls it a “fuel gauge stabilizer.” It comes ready to install on the back of

So what our sophisticated cars
need is something to dampen
the float’s gyrations. The device
to do this electrically is called a
capacitor.
A capacitor is a cool little device
invented in the late 1700s in
Europe. A British chemist,
Michael Faraday, is credited with
much of the work that first made
capacitors useful. The unit of
capacitance, the Farad, is named
for him. There is a common
misconception that batteries store
electrical energy, but this is not
true. Batteries store chemical energy that can easily be converted
to electrical energy. Capacitors,
on the other hand, do store
electrical energy directly. Early
researchers noticed their ability
to store or “condense” electrical
energy and called them condensers. The term “condenser” is
still used today to describe the
capacitor used in the points/coil
type ignition system.
There is a great deal of interest
and research surrounding capacitors today because of their ability to directly store electricity. Unlike
batteries, which take quite a bit of time to be fully charged, capacitors
are charged instantly. You can easily appreciate the value of a capacitor
powered electric car, as it could be “refueled” in a matter of seconds.
Unfortunately most capacitors don’t hold that charge very long. However
efforts at UCD in this field have led to capacitors that can hold a charge
for a day or two. In practice, you might have seen buses from Elk Grove
painted bright green. These are hybrid buses that originally used capacitors instead of batteries.
What’s all this got to do with our gas gauges? It is the rapidly changing
electrical signals generated by the float moving up and down as the gas
wanes and slops around in the tank thus sending many signals to the multiguage that make the gas gauge “jiggle” and us to question its indication of
remaining gas. As we know from the brief discussion above, capacitors
are good at storing and releasing electrical energy. So if we combine
the rapid mechanical movements of the float with the energy storing and
releasing capacities of a capacitor the electrical signals sent when the
float drops the needle on the gas gauge goes toward “empty” but as the

the fuel gauge with no tools required.
For you DIYers, you’ll need a 0.1 F (that’s Farads – remember Michael
Faraday) capacitor. There’s also a voltage rating to consider. Five volts
will be fine on your 6 volt car. You can pick one up from Mouser Electronics in Texas. Their part number is 504-PB5ROV104-R; the cost is $4.14
each. You 12 volt guys will have to look around for a cap rated at 10 volts
at least. I didn’t see one at Mouser.
The DIY installation consists of soldering the two leads of the capacitor to
the spade connectors on the fuel gauge sender. (See photo) That’s the
gas tank underneath you, so your butane soldering iron is not recommended. Be sure to observe polarity – the negative lead on the capacitor goes to the brown wire. This lead is marked by dashes on the
side of the capacitor. The thing is small enough to fit under the metal
cover on top of the sending unit so nobody will ever see it.
You’ll be amazed at how a simple little part like this will make such a big
difference in how your fuel gauge works.
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tors

BOSCH Distributors
PIERBURG and SOLEX Fuel Pumps

V intage Werks

John’s Mobile Engine Service
Expert Vintage VW & Porsche Repair
Parts & Service
Bead Blasting

Repair, Rebuild and Restoration
Specializing in
Porsche 356, 912 and 911

650-574-4643

Distributor Advance curve reset to factory specifications

Ed Fall 801-355-0266 (MST)

521 N 1200 W, Salt Lake City, Utah 84116
edfall@vintagewerks.com  www.vintagewerks.com
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1753 Leslie Street
San Mateo, CA 94403

Is Your 356CAR
Membership Expiring?
look at your mailing label and email inbox

356CAR memberships are due for renewal in June
of each year. Memberships are $15 a year for the
356CAR eNewsletter or $21 a year for the hardcopy
356CAR Newsletter. An electronic version of the
newsletter is sent to everyone with an active email
address.

356CAR Membership
Application / Renewal
first name 			

356CAR Club Membership
Badges

last name

co-pilot
address

Club name badges with magnetic attachments are
available to each active member and one additional
driver for $9 per badge plus $2 mailing. Badges are
normally mailed within 30 days of payment receipt.

city				

state

zip

phone (day)
phone (eve)

Badges may be directly ordered online:
www.356car.org/memberpage.html

email

or contact: Phil Rowe - prowe46@yahoo.com

preferred meeting location

Move to paradise with everything
you could wish for, just 2 hours from Lake Tahoe
- all for $300,000 to $900,000 for beautiful wellbuilt homes, many with 3 car garages. HOA dues
only $111/mo. and Kaiser is 5 minutes away.

Call or email me - Rick Bradley, original owner of a
1960 Porsche 356 and charter 356 Registry member about moving to Del Webb’s 16-year-old Sun CityLincoln Hills, between Roseville and Rocklin.

RICK BRADLEY
REALTOR®
E-Mail:

rickwbrad@msn.com

916.408.0431 Home/Office
916.666.0314 Cell
916.786.5287 Fax

RESIDENTIAL BROKERAGE
Owned and Operated by NRT LLC.

Roseville Office
2200-B Douglas Blvd., Suite 200
Roseville, CA 95661
DRE # 01874661

Sacramento

Capitola

Central Coast

San Mateo

Hollister

			

newsletter preference (check one)
electronic version

hardcopy version

I would like my name and email included in the 356CAR
yes
no
roster listing

Membership Dues

Dues renew every July 1st and can be prorated if desired.
eNewsletter only
Hardcopy Newsletter
$21 ($1.75/mo)
1 year:		
$15 ($1.25/mo)		
2 years:

$30			$42

3 years:

$45			$63

Mail your completed application and check (payable to
356CAR) to:		
356CAR
			c/o Phil Rowe
			2660 Night Hawk Way
			Camino, CA 95709
15

2660 Night Hawk Way
Camino, CA 95709

Leaded Glass
Stained Glass
Sandblasting

Awards
Glassware
Cabinet Doors
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Rachel Nelson

(530) 677-5188
by appointment CSL# 797540

www.originalglassgirl.com

